Abstract-We introduce the notion of weakly mutually uncorre lated (WMU) sequences, motivated by applications in DNA-based storage systems and synchronization protocols. WMU sequences are characterized by the property that no sufficiently long suffix of one sequence is the prefix of the same or another sequence.
1. INTRODUCTION Mutually uncorrelated (MU) codes are a class of block codes in which no proper prefix of one codeword is a proper suffix of the same or another codeword. MU codes were extensively studied in the coding theory and combinatorics literature under a variety of names. Levenshtein introduced the codes in 1964 under the name 'strongly regular codes' [I] , and suggested that the codes be used for synchronization. Inspired by applications of distributed sequences in frame synchronization as described by van Wijngaarden and Willink in [2] , Bajic and Stojanovic [3] rediscovered mutually uncorrelated codes, and studied them under the name of ' cross-bifix-free' codes. Constructions and bounds on the size of MU codes were also reported in a number of recent contributions [4] , [5] . In particular, Blackburn [5] analyzed these sequences under the name of 'non-overlapping codes', and provided a simple construction for a class of MU codes with optimal cardinality. MU codes have also found applications in DNA storage [6] , [7] : In this setting, Yazdi et al. [8] developed a new, random-access and rewritable DNA based storage architecture based on DNA sequences endowed with mutually uncorrelated address strings that allow selective access to encoded DNA blocks. The addressing scheme based on MU codes was augmented by specialized DNA codes in [9] .
Here, we generalize the family of MU codes by introducing weakly mutually uncorrelated (WMU) codes. WMU codes are block codes in which no "long" prefixes of one codeword are suffixes of the same or other codewords. WMU codes differ from MU codes in so far that they allow short prefixes of codewords to also appear as suffixes of codewords. This relaxation of prefix-suffix constraints was motivated in [8] for the purpose of improving code rates while allowing for increased precision DNA fragment assembly and selective addressing. For more details regarding the utility of WMU codes in DNA storage, the interested readers are referred to the overview paper [10] .
We are concerned with determining bounds on the size of WMU codes and efficient WMU code constructions. We consider both binary and quaternary WMU codes, the later class adapted for encoding over the four letters DNA alphabet {A, T, C, G}. Our contributions include bounds on the largest size of WMU codes, construction of WMU codes that achieve the derived upper bound as well as results on three important constrained versions of WMU codes: balanced WMU codes, error-correcting WMU codes and balanced, error-correcting WMU codes. A binary string is called balanced if half of its symbols are zero. On the other hand, a DNA string is termed balance if it has a 50% GC content, representing the percentage of symbols that are either G or C. Balanced DNA strands are more stable than DNA strands with lower or higher GC content and they have lower sequencing error-rates. At the same time, WMU codes at large Hamming distance limit the probability of erroneous codeword selection.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review MU and introduce WMU codes, and derive bounds on the maximum size of the latter family of codes. In addition, we outline a construction that meets the upper bound. In Section 3 we describe constructions for error-correcting WMU codes, while in Section 4 we discuss balanced WMU codes. Our main results are presented in Section 5, where we first propose to use cyclic codes to devise an efficient construction of WMU codes that are both balanced and have error correcting capabilities. We then proceed to improve the cyclic code construction in terms of coding rate through decoupled constrained and error correcting coding for binary strings. In this setting, we use Knuth's balancing technique [11] and DC-balanced codes [12] .
2. MU AND WMU CODES: DEFINITIONS, BOUNDS AND
CONSTRUCTIONS
Throughout the paper we use the following notation: IF q denotes a finite field of order q ::;:, 2. If not stated otherwise, we tacitly assume that q = 2, and that the corresponding field equals IF 2 = {O,l}. We let a = (al, ... ,a n ) E IF� stand for a word of length n over IFq, and ai = (ai, ... ,aj), I :::; i :::; j :::; n, stand for a substring of a starting at position i and ending at position j. Moreover, for two arbitrary words a E IF�, b E IF:; we use ab to denote a word of length n + Tn generated by appending b to the right-hand side of a.
A. MU Codes
We say that a = (al, ... , a n ) E IF� is self uncorrelated if no proper prefix of a matches its suffix, i.e., (al"'" ai) i= (a n-HI, ... , a n ), for all I:::; i < n. One can extend this defi nition to mutually uncorrelated sequences as follows: two not necessarily distinct words a, b E IF� are mutually uncorrelated if no proper prefix of a appears as a suffix of b and vice versa.
Furthermore, we say that C � IF� is a mutually uncorrelated (MU) code if any two not necessarily distinct elements in C are mutually uncorrelated.
The maximum cardinality of MU codes was determined up to a constant factor by Blackburn [5, Theorem 8] . For completeness, we state this result below. Theorem 1. Let AMU(n, q ) denote the maximum size of a MU code over IF�, for n ::;:, 2 and q > 2. Then there exist constants 0 < 0: 1 < 0: 2 such that q n q n 0: 1 -:::; A i\w (n, q ) :::; 0: 2 -' n n
To motivate our WMU code design methods, we next briefly outline two kn own and one new construction of MU codes. Construction 1. (Prefix-Balanced MU Codes) Bilotta et al. [4] described a simple construction for MU codes based on well known combinatorial objects termed Dyck words. A Dyck word is a binary string composed of n zeros and n ones such that no prefix of the word has more zeros than ones. By definition, a Dyck word necessarily starts with a one and ends with a zero.
Consider a set V of Dyck words of length 2 n and define the following set of words of length 2 n + 1, CD £ {la : a E V}. [13] proved that
Billota's construction produces balanced MU codes. In addi tion, the construction ensures that every prefix of a codeword is balanced as well. By mapping 0 and 1 to {A, T} and {e,G}, respectively, we obtain a DNA MU code.
Gilbert [14] ). Let 1[, n be two integers, for n � 2 and 1 ::.; I[ ::.; n -1, and let C c;: lF� be the set of all words a = ( al, ... , a n ) such that
.. , a n-I) does not contain I[ con secutive zeros as a subword.
Then, C is an MU code. Blackburn [5, Lemma 3] showed that for I[ = pog q 2 nl this construction is optimal. His proof relied on the observation that the number of strings a with no I[ consecutive zeros as a subword in ( ae + 2, ... , a n-I) exceeds (q-11:��q -l) q n , thereby establishing the lower bound of Theorem 1. It is straightforward to modify the second proposed code construction so as to incorporate error-correcting properties in the underlying MU code. We outline our new code modification below. 
Furthermore, we define Cparse £ {a:
It is easy to verify that ICpaTse I = IC HI, and that the code CpaTse has the same minimum Hamming distance as CH, i.e., d(CpaTse) = d(CH). As nH was chosen so that CpaTse c;: {O, I } n . In addition, the parsing code CpaTse is an MU code, since it satisfies all the constraints required by Construction 2. To determine the largest asymptotic size of a parsing code, we briefly recall the Gilbert -Varshamov bound. 
where h(·) is an entropy function, i.e., h(x) = x log 2 1 + (I-
og 2 I -x' for 0 ::.; x ::.; l. To maximize nH = t (I -1) given n = (t + 1) 1+ 1 and t, I � 1 we write nH = n -(I + t + 1) ::.; n -2Jl(t + 1) = n -2� Here, the inequality follows from the arithmetic and geometric means inequality, i.e., l + � + l � Jl (t + 1). On the other hand, it is easy to verify that this upper bound is achieved by setting I = � and t = � -l. Hence, the maximum value of nH is n'H = n -2�.
B. WMU Codes: Definitions, Bounds and Constructions
The notion of mutual uncorrelatedness may be relaxed by requiring that only sufficiently long prefixes of one sequence do not match sufficiently long suffixes of other sequences. We next formally introduce codes with such defining properties. Definition 1. Let C c;: lF� and 1 ::.; k < n. We say that C is a k-weakly mutually uncorrelated (k-WMU) code if no proper prefix of length i, for all k ::.; i < n, of a codeword in C appears as a suffix of another codeword, including itself.
Theorem 3. Let AWMU (n, q , k) denote the maximum size of a k-WMU code over lF�, for 1 ::.; k < n and q � 2. Then, there exist constants 0 < Q 3 < Q4 such that � n Q 3 n-k+1 ::'; A w M u (n, q ,k) ::'; Q4 nq k+1 ·
Proof" To prove the upper bound, we use an approach first suggested by Blackburn in [5, Theorem 1] . Assume that C c;: lF� is a k-WMU code. Let L = (n + 1) (n -k + 1) -1, and consider the set X of pairs (a, i) where a E lF�, i E {I, ... ,L}, and where the cyclic subword of a of length n starting at position i belongs to C. Note that our choice of the parameter L is governed by the overlap length k. i of a, and q L -n choices for the remaining L -n � 0 symbols in a. Moreover, if (a, i) E X, then (a, j) rt X for j E {i ± 1, ... , i ± n -k} mod L due to the weak mutual uncor relatedness property. Hence, for a fixed word a E lF�, there are at most I n-� + I J different pairs (a, il)' ... , (a, il n J:+1J ) E X. ?his implie � that IXI ::.; I n-� + I J q L. Combining the two denved constramts on the size of X, we obtain Therefore, IC I ::.; n-q�' + 1·
To prove the lower bound, we introduce a simple WMU code construction, outlined in Construction 4. 
lF� -l is unconstrained, and C" � lF� -k +1 is an MU code. It is easy to verify that C is an k-WMU code with IC'I IC"I codewords.
Let C' lFk -l and let C" C lF n -k +1 be the q -q largest MU code of size AMU (n -k + 1, q). Then, ICI = qk -l AMU (n -k + 1, q). 
Clearly, \If is a bijection and \If (a, b)\If(c,d) = \If (ac, bd).
The next lemma lists a number of useful properties of \If. contradicts the assumption that CI is a k-WMU code. It is easy to verify that the same argument may be used for the case that C2 is a k-WMU code. The output of the encoder performing the three outlined steps
Next, we argue that C is a WMU code with guaranteed minimum Hamming distance properties.
Let C E {A, T,C,G} n denote the code generated by Construction 5. Then:
(ii) The minimum Hamming distance of C is at least d. 
. BALANCED WMU CODES We begin this section by reviewing a simple method for constructing balanced binary words, introduced by Knuth [11] in 1986. In this scheme, an n-bit binary string ( al, ... ,a n ) is sent to an encoder that inverts the first b bits of the data word ( ( aI, ... , a n ) + 1 bo n -b). The value of b is chosen so that the encoded word has an equal number of zeros and ones.
Knuth proved that it is always possible to find an index b that ensures a balanced output. The index b is represented by a balanced binary word ( bl, ... , bp ) of length p. To cre ate the final codeword, the encoder prepends ( bl, ... , bp) to (al, ... , a n ) + IbO n -b. The receiver can easily decode the message by first extracting the index b from the first p bits and then inverting the first b bits of the length-n sequence. Let A (n, d, w) Knuth [11] proved that A (n, 2 , � ) = (�);::: :: :
which is a simple consequence of Stirling's approximation for mula n! ;::: :: : ,/2 7rnn n e -n . Furthermore, Graham et al. [17] de rived several bounds for the more general function A (n, d, w). An updated list on the exact values and bounds on A(n, d, w) may be found at http://codes.se/bounds/. In our future analysis, we use the well known Johnson [18] bound. (Balanced WMU Codes) For given integers n and k � n, let m = n -k + 1. As before, let a and b denote the binary words used in the quaternary mapping described before.
Construct a code C E {A, T, C, G} n as follows: (i) Encode a using a k-WMU code C1 c;: {O, I} n of length n.
For example, one may use Construction 4 to generate C1. Let <P1 denote the encoding function, so that <P1 (a) E C1. (ii) Encode b using a balanced code C2 c;: {O, I} n of length n and size A (n, 2 , �). Let <P2 denote the encoding function, so that <P2 (c) E C2. The output of the encoder is 111 (<p 1 (a) , <P2 (b) ).
Let C E {A, T, C, G} n denote the code generated by Construction 6. Then,
We discuss next the cardinality of the code C generated by Construction 6. According to Theorem 3, one has IC11 = Q3 n 3;+1 for some constant Q3 > 0. The result is constructive.
In addition, IC21 ;::: :: : �. Hence, the size of C is bounded v"27f n 2: from below by:
Next, we slightly modify the aforementioned construction and combine it with the Prefix-Balanced Construction I to obtain a near-balanced k-WMU code C E {A,T,C,G} n with parameter D. For this purpose, we generate C according to the Balanced WMU Construction 6. We set C2 = {O, I} n and construct C1 by concatenating Ci c;: {O, I} k -1 and Ci' c;: {O, 1} n-k + 1 . Here,
Cf is balanced and Cf' is a near-balanced WMU code with parameter D. It is easy to verify that C is a near-balanced k WMU DNA code with parameter D and cardinality
BALANCED AND ERROR-CORRECTING WMU CODES
In what follows, we describe the main results of this pa per, pertaining to constructions of balanced, error-correcting WMUs. The first construction is conceptually simple and it lends itself to efficient encoding and decoding procedures. The second construction outperforms the first construction in terms of codebook size, and it utilizes the binary encoding functions described in the previous sections.
A. A Construction Based on Cyclic Codes
The next construction uses ideas similar to Tavares' synchro nization technique [19] . We start with a simple lemma and a short justification for that. • Construction 7. Let C be an [n, k -1, d] cyclic code and let e = (1,0, ... ,0). Then C + e is a k-WMU code with distance d.
Proof" Suppose that on the contrary the code is C is not WMU. Then there exists a proper prefix p of length at least k such that both pa and bp belong to C + e. In other words, (pa) -e and (bp) -e belong to C. Consequently, (pb) -e' belongs to C, where e' is a cyclic shift of e. Hence, by linearity of C, z £ O(a -b) + e' -e belongs to C. Now, observe that the first coordinate of z is one, and hence nonzero. But z has a run of zeros of length at least k -1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, C + e is indeed a k-weakly mutually uncorrelated code. Since C + e is a coset of C, the minimum Hamming distance property follows immediately.
• To use the above construction to obtain balanced DNA codewords, we map the elements in IF 4 to {A, T, C, G} via
Let a be a word of length n. Then it is straightforward to see that the word (a, a + 1) has balanced GC content. This leads to the simple construction described next. 
B. The Decoupled Binary Code Construction
The next construction is a combination of the binary code Constructions in 5 and 6. Construction 8. For given integers n and k � n, let m = n -k + 1 and let a, band c be the binary component words. Next, construct C E {A, T, C, G} n by applying the following steps:
(i) Encode a using a binary block code C1 c;: {O, I} k -1 of length k -1, and minimum Hamming distance d. Let <P1 denote the encoding function, so that <P1 (a) E C1. 
Let <P3 denote the underlying encoding function, so that <P3 (c) E C3. The output of the encoder is 111 (<PI (a) <P2 (b), <P3 (c) ).
The following result is a consequence of Lemmas 3, 2.
Lemma 5. Let C E {A, T, C, G} n denote the code generated by Construction 8. Then,
The minimum Hamming distance of C is at least d. The last inequality follows from the lower bound of Theorem 4.
C. Concatenated Construction
For a given integer s � 1, suppose that Co is a balanced error correcting k-WMU code over lF� with minimum Hamming distance d. The code Co may be obtained by using one of the two methods described in this section. Our goal is to obtain a larger family of balanced error-correcting k-WMU codes C C;; lF� by concatenating words in Co, where n = s Tn, Tn � 1.
Construction 9. Select subsets C1, ... ,C m C;; Co such that C1 nCm = 0 and (C1 n Cm-1 = 0) or (C2 n Cm = 0) and (C1 nC2 = 0) or ... or (Cm-1 nCm = 0) Let C = {a l ... a m I ai E Ci for 1 :::; i :::; Tn } . We claim that C is a balanced error-correcting k-WMU code over lF�.
To clarify the result, notice that each element in C is created by concatenating Tn strings, where each string belongs to Co C;;
lF�. In addition, the words in C inherit the distance and balanced properties of Co. Therefore, C is balanced and has minimum Hamming distance at least d.
Next, for any pair of not necessarily distinct a, b E C and for k :::; l < n, we show that ai and b�_ I +1 cannot be identical. This establishes that the constructed concatenated code is WMU. Let l =is + j, where i = l�J and 0 :::; j < s.
We consider three different scenarios for the index j:
• j = 0; In this case, 1 :::; i < Tn. Therefore, (C1nCm-i+l = 0) or ... or (Ci n C1 = 0) implies that ai "I-b� -I + I ' • 0 < j < k; Again, one can verify that 1 :::; i < Tn. It is easy to show that a� =� + 1 is a suffix of length s -j of a word in Co and b�:::: � + 1 is a prefix of length s -j of an element in Co. Since k < s -j < s, one has a� =� + 1 "I-
..L b n n -s+l' ence, a 1;-n -l+l'
• k :::; j < s; In this case, a LH l is a proper prefix of length j of a word in Co, and b� -H l is a proper suffix of length j of an element in Co. Since k :::; j < s, one has a LH l # b� -H l and ai "I-b� -I + I '
We summarize the results of our constructions of WMU codes in Table I .
